
 

 

The PDC shall continue to do its utmost to make sure that the discipline of 
ECONOMICS is destroyed to smithereens in Barbados, in the region and the world. 

This economics discipline is by far the most sinister and repugnant of all those social 
studies disciplines that are being currently repeatedly transmitted from multifarious 
human and non-human sources in Barbados and beyond, to multitudes of children and 
adult recipients in this country and elsewhere, via the classroom, textbook, internet, 
social conversations and other settings of these places. 

From a long time ago (1700s) up until to now, it has been placed at the intellectual and 
mental centres of local regional and international politico-material campaigns, 
enterprises and efforts of all monarchic/oligarchic ruling classes to help bring about, 
and/or to help maintain too, the greatest possible political exploitation social 
marginalization and political economic dispossession of the broad masses and middle 
classes of people of these societies. 

And, for a very long time too the immediately below, inorganically described deleterious 
ideological political approaches of those same classes would have been far more injected 
into the streams of economic consciousness globally than those particular aspects of the 
class struggle referred to in the paragraph just above. 

So, in anticipation of greater freedom coming about to otherwise bonded serfs in Europe 
(except Sweden, Norway and Finland – Wikipedia.org) and to enslaved Blacks in 
Europe, the Caribbean and in the Americas in the 18th and 19th Centuries, the 
monarchical/oligarchic ruling classes in those places would have started to put certain 
things in place (the search for indentured labour in Guyana) before such changes would 
have come about, so that they would have been able to minimize the political, material, 
financial and other losses incurred to them from the granting of greater freedom to such 
people, on one hand, and so that they would have been able to eventually maximize the 
political, material, financial and other benefits of the putting in place of another political 
material system (the evolving of greater money driven business), on the other hand. 

Therefore, the monarchical/oligarchic classes having from their own cruel and inhuman 
mass exploitation enterprises over the years made sure that, (1), enslaved Blacks were 
entirely dehumanized and brutally exploited, that, (2), bonded serfs were entirely 
degragated and oppressed, and that, (3), which tied in with (1) and (2), enslaved Blacks 
and bonded serfs were forced by the monarchic/oligarchic ruling classes and their 
agents to produce the most physical activity, and which was very overwhelmingly more 
than what the ruling classes produced – notwithstanding that the said enslaved serfs got 
very little materially from out of their own activity, they (monarchs/oligarchs and their 
agents) necessarily wanted still for such levels of physical output to continue essentially, 
and in some cases, for such to increase, in the evolving political material financial 
systems to come about in the 19th Century and onwards, with those two classes 
continuing to get the least rewards for what they would have helped to produce, and for 



 

 

their classes to continue to appropriate the most material financial benefits for 
themselves (ditto to the indentured servant system too). 

Hence, what ensured those types of successes was the demeaning work system that the 
ruling classes and their sundry supporters had come up with and had implemented in 
Europe, the Caribbean and the Americas. At the center of this work system was a vicious 
political ideological, philosophical and psychological strain that saw ( and that up to 
today still sees) these disgusting exploiters and their lower class cohorts making the 
masses of newly freed serfs and enslaved Blacks falsely believe that the newly “freed” 
labour of theirs could have been really bought or sold for money ( part of economics) in 
juxtaposition to the capitalist mode of production that was emerging as the dominant 
mode of production in Europe, the Caribbean and the Americas – when in truth and in 
fact it could not have been or cannot ever at any time be that way, simply because labour 
cannot produce money/income nor can money/income produce labour. 

Anyhow, the monarchs/oligarchs’ success – to an appreciable extent, at getting the vast 
majority of the newly freed to toil/drudge for them (political economics), was as a 
primarily result of the monarchs/oligarchs’ use, more often than not, of various legal 
political cultural and other means to control the evolving structure and function of the 
masses and middle classes in those regions. By making sure that the relevant numbers 
worked for them, they also made sure success in preventing, in the main, the former 
serfs and enslaved from doing exactly what they were doing - less worker exploitation - 
to earn income, payments, and to help them acquire more or less ownership of wealth 
assets greater or less status legally politically, which - again minus worker exploitation - 
were, essentially the seeking out and using of the available material forces to help create 
products and commodities that were – via the use of money - traded for other products 
and commodities for profits, and the seeking out and using of such forces to help 
procure or provide for the use of commercial services (NOT BEING FINANCIAL 
SERVICES) that were – via the use of money – used to help secure the use of other 
products commodities and commercial services for surplus funds - CAPITALISM. No 
wonder then that CAPITALISM was a middle class-led phenomenon that at the same 
time essentially disrupted, maintained and created so many different social and other 
relationships in Europe and in the other relevant other places. 

For, in those contexts where only marketable material could have ever been exchanged 
with income/money, where only income/money could have been spent on marketable 
material, where only commercial services could have facilitated money payment, or 
money payment could have been used to procure provide commercial services, the 
newly found political freedoms of the masses of serfs and enslaved persons were meant 
to have been circumscribed by the monarchs/oligarchs when in order to make certain 
ends meet the formers serfs and enslaved were found to be constrained to work for 
others as a result of their not having many monies or properties to trade with, or not 
many non-labour commercial skills to facilitate business, in a greatly forward-propelling 
root and branch-changing global social order that was premised on the scope and might 
of the Industrial Revolution. (The oligarchs of Western Finance and their support 
groups of Finance and Economic Professors and others also have another complete 



 

 

idiocy that money can also make money/ that money can also cost money, and arising 
from there is the myth that there are things called financial products – What 
tomfoolery). 

Also, as a complement to the myth that labour helps makes/costs money, what these 
ruling classes, and their acolytes and propagandists were doing at the same time across 
many parts of the globe, and what they were making, at first, the vast majority of the 
serfs/enslaved wickedly believe in, and then making – later - the vast majority of the 
broad masses and middle classes wickedly believe in also ( and which so many 
Barbadians and other people up to today still so unwisely believe in) was that ideas, 
principles and theories ( which were virtually labour when put into action) were “sold” 
for money/"made” money/ or could have been "sold/made" for these things, and esp. 
when they could be/could have been so learned programmed or professionalized in the 
context of so-called formal education training (as labor more than business even). And 
how by “selling”/having “sold” these ideas, principles and theories to others, and how by 
getting sound educations, the “sellers” and beneficiaries of such would whenever be 
directly assured/would whenever have been assured of eventual greater material wealth 
assets for themselves, and with the prospects of achieving these things strengthening if 
these persons themselves could so readily consistently apply such learned ideas, 
principles and theories in the work/business places/could so readily consistently have 
applied them in the work/business places. But the truth is that they could never at 
anytime achieve such on such grounds since the facts were and still are that 
money/income can never produce or cost ideas, principles or theories or ideas, and that 
principles and theories can never produce or cost money/income. For, it is the nature of 
agreements between employers and employees and that are based on various 
considerations that determine what employees get as wages or salaries worldwide. 

So, while the intellectually and academically inclined of majority of the broad masses 
and middle classes of the various countries would have been long focusing not only on 
“selling” their labour/ideas but also on getting these ideas into their heads and 
reproducing them, the oligarchs, their heirs and successors, in the main, would have 
been remaining still far more focused on material asset wealth technological 
production/distribution/innovation than on idea generation/absorption/reproduction, 
and would have been remaining focused on using many available means to increase 
their nominal cash and stock holdings and to decrease their assets wealth holdings. As 
well, they would have long been using various means, associations, stratagems and dirty 
tricks – social - political – legal – cultural - to make sure that they would have been able 
to do so and to protect their nominal value, their wealth, their riches and access to such. 

However, what would have been more despicable than those very anti-masses and anti-
middle classes political economic approaches would have been that, in the 18th and 19th 
centuries, in Europe, there was so much unbridled ritualization and professionalization 
by some of the intellectual academic classes of people of many of those political 
ideological philosophical psychological themes and perspectives (The THEORY OF 
VALUE, TAXATION, INTEREST RATES, INDIVIDUALISM, ETC,), that economics was 
founded as the sole bases for the codifying of many of the inane, irrational and mythical 



 

 

ideas and principles of such people as Adam Smith, Thomas Malthus, David Ricardo, 
etc, for describing of them as classical political economists, and for the bringing about of 
the political domination by economics of the social studies disciplines, globally. And, on 
top of that, in the 20th century, there was such a massive increase in socialization, 
imperialization and communicalization of the ritualization and professionalization by 
millions of people across many parts of this world of these said themes and perspectives, 
that entire social political movements, state systems and beliefs systems 
(UTILITARIANISM, COMMUNISM, KEYNESIANISM, MONETARISM, ETC,) were 
inspired and founded on many of the political ideologies, philosophies and psychologies 
of many of those classical political economists and other later infamous political 
economists like John Stuart Mill, Karl Marx, John Maynard Keynes, Milton Friedman, 
etc. 

But, thankfully, in the last two decades of the 20th Century in many regions of this 
world, there was much hope for greater freedom for humanity from political economic 
exploitation oppression( though yet fully realized for various reasons), as a direct result 
of the tremendous discrediting and disgracing first, and then later, the gigantic decaying 
and collapsing of some of those movements, state systems and belief systems 
(COMMUNISM/SOCIALISM/MARXISM), and that owing to the types of events they 
were, and the big extent ir global impacts they would have had, have had to be reckoned 
by the PDC as further and greater proof of the falseness, unreasonableness and 
ungodliness of the economics upon which they were based. 

Worse than such catamalytic events, however, would have been the near global financial 
crises of 2008/9 which would have had as their epicenters - the subprime mortgage 
crisis/credit crisis in the greatest capitalist country so far, the USA - and the record high 
income costs that were paid for one of Capitalism’s most precious commodities - oil - in 
2008, et al. These financial crises would have been so severe, that they would have in 
turn been helping to produce very far reaching debt, national income crises and 
meltdowns and depressions in many, many countries. 

Yet, these series of disastrous events are the most compelling chunks of evidence so far 
that the economics discipline was primarily created by the European university college 
systems to provide the basis for opportunities for persons calling themselves economists 
to get nominal payments, perks and other things from state/ private sector oligarchs, 
think tanks, etc, for copious exercises in guesstimating, in speculating, hypothesizing 
about things they really hardly or do not know about. Hence, this economics discipline 
was never created to help solve any of the political, material, financial and other 
problems that have been causing these types of disastrous events (Have a look at the 
various definitions of economics and one will see what we are saying!!). For, if it were 
so, the discipline would have been conflicting with the agendas of those who have been 
seriously intentionally instigating and creating such chaotic destabilizing events for their 
own ends. These events have secondarily also provided the evidence that this discipline 
came about to allow various parts of it to be dastardly “sold”, especially by otherwise 
imbecilic professors of political economy and economics and economists alike, to very 
significant proportions of the very gullible, very vulnerable masses and middle classes of 



 

 

people of these societies, to mainly assist them in seriously believing in the assumptions, 
figures and theories of these said professors of political economy and economics and 
economists, whilst at the same time behaving in such ways as to contribute to their own 
ascribed eventual personal political economic degradations, dispossessions and 
collapses. 

Now, the fact that Europe was the intellectual political and geographical bases for the 
development of political economy, economics, (and its hand maiden – Western 
Finance), and the fact that Europe was the intellectual, political and geographical bases 
for the development of capitalist conditions (and there is no accumulatory tendencies 
about capitalism) and capitalist rights and freedoms away from chattel enslavement and 
feudalism (they did combine to provide some of the significant bases for the historical 
development of capitalism), would also have meant that there was bound to be - at the 
same time and in foreseeable future – and in very multitudinous parallel and criss 
crossing ways – the generation of serious and fundamental contradictions between 
economics (Western Finance too) and capitalism, and to such an extent that they have 
been the foreshadows of almost all those socio-psychological political commercial 
military conflicts that displace, destroy, humble, etc. various people, institutions, 
countries, in one way or another. It is these voluminous contradictions that have been 
the primary result – one again - of the present political material financial depressions 
and instabilities facing Europe, America and many other places – e.g. look at the entire 
humongous financial political material and financial costs of the two Gulf Wars and the 
subsequent political economic depressions across many parts of the world. (So, whereas 
economics involves political dispossession of the millions to the greater advantage of the 
propertied few (hundreds), capitalism involves the empowerment and enrichment of the 
millions – away from the once propertied few (hundreds) - through the exchanging of 
surplus commodities for money, or through the rendering of surplus services to 
facilitate income or pay. 
Thus, these fundamental contradictions between economics (Western Finance too) and 
capitalism and their different effects have not only been taking place in the leading 
industrialized regions of this world but they have also been taking place in all former 
European colonially settled “less developed” countries – where not only do the 
state/private sector oligarchs seem not to have learned the lessons from Europe’s and 
the former Eastern Bloc countries’ own tragic experiences with economics – but also 
where the modern day corporatists (made up of state, private sector, trade union 
oligarchs) of these particular countries (Brazil, China, India, South Africa, etc) have 
been greater using economics more than (relative scales of use) the older colonizers - to 
assist themselves - and yes many of the older European corporatists (oligarchs) still - in 
the amassing of power and wealth and status. 

While it is true that at this time almost all the European/American political economies 
and else have become in serious and fundamental material distribution and financial 
states of depressions, these depressions could not have come at a better time when the 
balance of power between East and West in international relations has been shifting 
more to the East (though not totally however) within recent years, and with this shifting 
to the East having more to do with the substantial toll political economics and western 



 

 

financial policies and programs have been wrecking on many Western societies; much to 
do with increasing capitalistic tendencies on the part of the countries that comprise the 
East as a whole; and much to do with traditional belief systems that have been acting as 
buffers against the unwholesome effects of economic teachings on their societies, than 
these Eastern countries coming up with spectacularly different modes of productions of 
their own, with different relations of productions from those that are easily identifiable 
with the West. 

Indeed, the average Joe and Jill Citizen in every country across the world must make 
sure that economics is destroyed to smithereens in their own societies and that 
capitalism in expanded in their own societies and with the relevant changes where 
necessary in order to bring about a greater level of the opportunities for greater wealth 
and remunerative and social development within and without their own societies. By 
their doing so, they will put a lie to the nonsense that is spewed out by many anti-
Capitalist Socialists that the kinds of events of the like that have been seen in the recent 
international financial crises are the ones that signify the demise the death throes of 
Capitalism. But the PDC will objectively tell such peoples that CAPITALISM NEO-
LIBERALISM will not fall so long as they remain configured on the greatest freedoms 
and liberties realized and not yet realized for the vast majorities of peoples anywhere. 
And they will not COLLAPSE based on any supranational material financial sectoral 
disarrangements. 

So, more than ever before, this is the time for more progressive political philosophy 
students and political practitioners locally and internationally to get up and help destroy 
like mad this preserve of otherwise insensate professors of political economy and 
economics and economists alike here and elsewhere. Such new age politicians must, if 
they have not yet done so, lead the way in evolving such socially transformative plans 
that will have at their cores intentions of successfully carrying out - in either their own 
respective countries alone, or in conjunction with the supportive actions of many other 
politicians across many of their respective countries’ borders – the destruction of this 
stupid ECONOMICS discipline. 

For, it is this stupid economics and these foolish economists that will continue to help 
bring about greater stagnation, crisis, decline, and ruin in esp. already weaker countries, 
and that will therefore continue to help make them very vulnerable to being taken over 
and/or to actually being taken over (again) – in whatever forms – by other people, 
institutions and processes of esp. other stronger countries. 

And, this is damned exactly where Barbados is at now, with increasing numbers of 
foreigners (Trinidad and Tobagonians, et al) taking over this country, as penury and 
poverty become more endemic among the populace, and as more and more locals 
possess foolish economics degrees and many foolishly claim to be economists. 

Down with political economy/economics/ political economists/economists, the DLP and 
the BLP. 



 

 

 


